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Foundations of Data Equity

TOOL GUIDE
There’s a lot of ground covered in our trainings and it can be helpful
to have a simple breakdown of how to use some of the key tools and
techniques we discussed in our Foundations of Data Equity Workshop.

Making a Funding Web
A Funding Web is a great way to visualize the basic power structure of your data project.

1. Write out your stakeholders
in a circle. The order doesn’t
matter and it’s intentionally nonhirarchical.

2. Draw lines indicating the flow
of money in this data project.

3. Add lines in a different color
indicating the flow of data in
this data project.

Making a Funding Web
4. Add lines that indicate the influence/meaningful decision
making power in this data project between stakeholders.

5. Discuss the arrows that exist in your data project. Some useful questions include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who has too many arrows going in?
Who has too many arrows going out?
Are there any stakeholders we’re missing?
Should we add arrows anywhere?
Should we take away arrows?
If the other stakeholder/someone else in our project drew a Funding Web, would it
look the same as ours?
Would we be comfortable sharing this Funding Web publicly?

Making a Funding Web

Making Motivation Touchstone
A Motivation Touchstone contains your key goals, parameters, definitions and equity
focusses so that you can keep coming back to it to make decisions that center your
equity priorities.

1. Write out a list of your project
restrictions including:
Time
Money
Resources
Expertise
Laws and Ethical Guidelines

2. Identify your rewards: these
are the things that will make
this process a “success”.
Think about three levels:
organizational rewards, team
rewards, and personal rewards.

3. Decide if your rewards are
project critical “must-haves” or
negotiable “nice-to-haves”.

Making a Motivation Touchstone

4. Find your project mandate/
mission statement and
underline the key terms that
need to be defined in order to
be operationalized in your data
project.

5. Seperate these terms into
“accepted” - terms whose
meaning and definintion are
locked in for this project; and
“exploring” - terms that you are
still in the process of defining.

6. Write out your terms with
their status, operational
definition, and ideally the
general source of that
definition.

7. Attach your existing equity priorities, DEI framework, and who you intend to center in
your choices moving forward in the project.
With your definitions, rewards, restrictions, and priorities established you are well
set up to make decisions in your project, explain those decisions to stakeholders,
and make sure that everyone is on the same page about your goals and meanings.

Using the Project Design Microscope Process
When crafting specific research questions, it’s useful to have a way to explore
alternative perspectives on where to look for data and what questions to ask in order to
get answers to your overall question.

1. Write out all of your
stakeholders and brainstorm
other potential relevant data
sources you might want to use.

2. Place a stakeholder in the top “perspective”
box. If they were looking for answers to the
general question in the “motivation” box,
where might they want to look? You can do
this through direct participation, stakeholder
representatives, experts, or just your own
imagination and empathy.

3. Put the potential data souce
in the bottom box.

Using the Project Design Microscope Process
4. Explore what kind of
questions those in the top box
might want to find out from the
data source.

5. Explore alternate
configurations and the
questions that might arise from
those configurations.

6. Choose questions that fit your rewards, restrictions, and equity priorities, then
turn these plain language question into specific, actionable research questions.

Using the Project Design Microscope Process
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Using the Methodology Matrix
Once you have identified your research question or questions, it’s time to select a
methodology that can meet your project parameters and answer the kind of questions
that you have.

1. Determine the relevant who, what, where,
why, and when of your research question.

2. Identify from the matrix (or compare against your preffered methodology) whether or not
the methodology you are interested in can actually answer your questions. Explore alternate
viable methodologies with the matrix, your team, or outside methodological experts. Visit
weallcount.com/methodology-matrix for an updated and interactive version of the matrix.

Checking an Identity Statistic for Key Information
Whenever you are creating or consuming a piece of data around something complex,
constructed, and subjective like identity, you need to make sure you have at least these
three contextual pieces of information. Without these no one can accurately interpret
the meaning of the number, or compare it to other numbers.
In addition to “what was selected” or the general term we’re taling about we need to
know:

1. Who made the selection?

2. What catagories or
framework was the identity
slected out of?

3. Who determined those
categories and defined their
contents?

Decision Tree for Using or Avoiding Proxy Variables
Sometimes we need to use a proxy variable to stand in for something that we can’t
directly measure. Other times, using a poorly defined or out of place proxy variable
leaves our data wide open for interpretations based on assumptions, predjudice or even
hate.
Where on the tree do each of your key variables fall?

Creating a Data Biography
In order to undertand and compare datasets, we need a minimum amount of metadata
to correctly interpret what the variable mean, the context they came from, who they
refer to and how they were collected. Without this we’ll fill this information in with our
own assumptions, or compare variables across datasets and situations that we think
are comparable because the have similar names, but aren’t at all similar in reality.
If you are sourcing data, make sure you have this information about the data before
trying to glean meaning from it. If you are producing data make sure you attach this
information to it somehow so that others can properly engage with it.

1. What is the operational definition of
the variable?
2. Who collected the data?
3. How was the data collected?
4. Why was the data collected?
5. Where was the data collected?
6. When was the data collected?
7. What was the relative sample size?
8. How was the sample selected?
9. Who was included and excluded
from the sample?
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Checking an Interpretation Against the Process
When we interpret our results we need to make sure that the meaning we get from
them is supported by all of the previous steps in our process. This is doubly true if we’re
critically evaluating data produced by someone else.

Each definition in your interpretation should be intentional and match the
definitions you intended.
Otherwise, whoever alters the definitions will be embedding their idea of what
each element means.

It’s important that your interpretation matches the context you have situated your
research in and is relevant to the people you are making meaning for and about.
It’s an equity issue to assume that your meaning for one group will equally apply to
another. Not everyone is the same.
Also, don’t lose sight of who you are trying to make meaning for. Not every subpopulation’s experience will be well represented by a whole population average.

Checking an Interpretation Against the Process

Go back to what type of statement you are trying to produce: descriptive,
predictive, or causal.
Assumptions and bias are the slippery slope between these things. Don’t jump
from one to the other based on how you assume they are related.
This is true whether your assumptions are negative or positive about the subject
of your research.

Honest and clear communication about uncertainty embedded in your
interpretation is crucial.
Otherwise people will be asked to make decisions based on your interpretation
without truly understanding the level of reliability.
Own your uncertainty, don’t pass it on. Pretending that we are totally certain
so that people will rely on our interpretations is a sure-fire way to destroy our
credibility in the long run.

Using a Reverse-Engineed Legend
If you want to know if your data visualization is effective for the audience you want to
prioritize one of the best things you can do is test it.

1. Provide a data vizualization
to one or members of your
prioritized audience that
doesn’t have a legend or
anything else that indicated
what its various elements
represent.

2. Ask your participant what to
identify any of the these elements
that they see, and to indicate what the
symbolize/represent/mean to them,
including if they don’t see any meaning
or don’t understand the meaning.
You may or may not include examples
or descriptions to help them identify
these elements.
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2. Compare your audiences interpretations and associations with what the designer intended
with those elements. Adjust your design or start over to improve the effectiveness of your
design for your audience members.

Content, Medium and Access Checklists
Once you know what audience or audiences you want to prioritize, you need to make
decisions about how best to communicate your information to them. You can use direct
participation, representatives, learned or lived experience experts, or your own best
guess to explore the ideal option for each of these considerations.

1. Consider the pros and
cons for various mediums.

Content, Medium and Access Checklists

2. Consider the most
equitable way to make
sure your information
is accessible to who
you want it to be across
technical, contextual,
ability, and comprehension
considerations.

3. Decide how to actually
craft, design and write
your information to best
suit the preferences and
perspectives of your
prioritized audiences.

